
Moccasin Soling Instructions

Materials Required: 

• Contact cement (adhesive);
• Rubber dust;

• Disposable paint brush;
• plastic gloves;
• paper towel

Directions: 

1. Wear your moccasins a few times without the painted sole. This will work them in and roughing
the surface for better adhesion of the sole;

2. Head to a well ventilated area like your garage or outside;
3. Stuff your moccasin with your boot liner, or socks to fill the foot out to make the hide taut;
4. Paint a thin layer of JUST cement on to the sole, migrating just above the flat of the foot so that 

the sole extends beyond your tread;
5. Let dry for an hour in a warn environment until slightly tacky;
6. Mix enough rubber dust into the remainder of the cement just enough to turn the whole mixture 

black.*** Less is more! If you add too much then the sole will just peel off. And if you don't 
add enough then you can always paint an additional layer on. That's the beauty of these soles~ 

7. Paint a thin layer of the rubber-cement mixture over the first coat. Let dry for an hour;
8. Paint a second coat of rubber-cement mixture and let dry at least 24 hours before using your 

moccasins. 

Tips: 

• Cover your paint brush with a plastic bag in between each coat;
• If the barge cement seems overly thick (gloppy) use a few drops of toluene solution to thin it 

out;
 

Reapplication: 

• Cut any peeling sections off before reapplying;
• Do a cement only layer to encourage better adhesion before mixing in the rubber dust. 

***If you are only doing touch-ups use a separate container of GLASS or METAL but NOT plastic as 
it will quickly eat the plastic and fall all over you. 


